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4:15 PM End RV because I accidentally had the mouse cursor over the internet browser icon link on 
the bottom of the screen, which opened up for what seemed like less than a second, a miniature 
popup of the target image, all I saw was that it was very dark. This time I will however not remove 
this session from judge matching, because I have built a report and I can end it here. I am confident 
that in this session I can now create a checklist without being influenced by the dark image that I 
saw, I was unable to - consciously at least - discern any meaningful content from the popup, other 
than that it was very dark and looked I guess like a lot of green treetops with little gaps of white in 
between leaves? I will create the checklist purely based on what I have in my report until now, and I 
end with remote viewing work due to the unintentional flash view of the image popup. Checklist 
now. 

4:27 PM Checklist done, time to see the target. 

Odd. That red mountain seen through the trees could be the slope that we can fall down from. The 
yellow doun does resemble the foliage of the trees. But what about the pearls? It's ok. 

Image source https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Blackdown_Tablelands_(35358547846).jpg
Image link 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/7/76/Blackdown_Tablelands_%
2835358547846%29.jpg/800px-Blackdown_Tablelands_%2835358547846%29.jpg

4:29 PM End session. 

ELEMENTS

IE. There is a huge hole in the ground, forming a symmetric cylinder, the perimeter of the top is a 
perfect circle (unless symmetrization at this premature stage). Big open space within it. 
T. Happiness is felt here, cheerfulness. 
C. The wall of this blue surface is actually upon probing, a slope, see drawing on upper right of 
drawing, with the red planar on top of it. 

IE. Feeling of falling down into the hole with a free fall, from the right side of the cylinder. We jump 
down into the large cylinder. We can't hold on to the top of the cylinder anywhere so we will fall 
down. 
T. Yellow doun feathers will help with the fall. 

IE. Several red round berries on the floor where the cylinder has the border that is down on the 



drawing. 
T. No, I lose my grip on the edge and fall down the cylinder so there is no grabbing or probing at 
these there. 

IE. Someone who jumps down the cylinder. 
T. Falling down but very happy when doing so, but the head feels a bit of pressure and headache 
from it, not comfortable. 

SE. Yellow doun feathers involved with falling down the cylinder. 
T. Something we cannot grasp because it evades the hand. 

IE. Red floor at where the big cylinder has its highest point or starts its fall. 
T. Feels metal industrial floor or surface. 
C. The sides of the red floor actually curve upward. 

IE. A bird falls down here. 
T. It is learning to fly, flapping its tiny wings but not making large strides with the wings to fly with. 
P. It tried to hold on to the edge but it could not grasp on the edge and is falling down. It is like a 
spider. It could be a cat with fine thin hairs. When it reaches to the bottom, it spreads its short small 
wings (that are covered in doun but not with proper long flying feathers) and it feels some pain or 
discomfort. 

IE. Several white spherical pearls at the bottom of the cylinder. 
T. They are valuable and precious. 
P. These pearls are attached to the yellow doun element. 


